
 
 

Youth Access is looking to hire a communications consultant to deliver a package of 

training and support to a team of young activists, supporting them to develop and deliver 

an impactful communications strategy along with a basic fundraising journey for a youth-

led mental health campaign, ‘Our Minds Our Future’. 

We are looking for an organised and strategic individual or agency to coordinate a 

coherent package of training, mentoring and with significant experience in developing 

and delivering impactful digital communications strategies and targeted content, along 

with the ability to share knowledge and ideas in an inclusive, participatory way with 

young people. 

 Support a small team of young people to gain skills and feel confident to lead 

elements of a multi-channel communications strategy (primarily social media, but 

making sure this complements and cross-pollinates with email and blog) 

 Demonstrate that Our Minds Our Future is a youth-led campaign and build an 

active community of young supporters, activists and contributors 

 Increase following and reach of Facebook, Twitter and Instagram channels 

 Increase website traffic and our capacity to produce regular blogs/content 

 Increase email list and our capacity to produce regular email content 

 Deliver a basic donor journey 

NB – our organising with young people is primarily delivered through digital channels 

such as Zoom, email and WhatsApp. We have limited budget for in-person 

meetings/training.  

1. Deliver initial (online) training and support to young comms team, this may 

include, for example: 

- Developing a social media strategy: setting targets, planning content, 

building audiences… 

- Using tools such as Facebook Business Manager/Ads, Google Analytics etc. 

- Writing persuasive copy 



- Campaign branding and messaging 

2. Support the young comms team to set up systems and tools to deliver their 

strategy, for example: 

- Scheduling content on Hootsuite 

- Coordinating regular social media ‘takeovers’ by young people 

- Using tools such as Canva and Animoto to produce content and create 

templates for other activists to use 

- Setting up regular comms reports/analytics to monitor progress 

3. Work with comms team to contribute to a multi-channel fundraising strategy and 

journey for small donors, for example: 

- Developing and scheduling regular ‘donation ask’ social media posts and 

ads 

- Supporting with writing an automated email journey for new sign ups with 

donation ask (via Action Network) 

4. Help engage a network of young comms contributors to provide regular content 

5. Train the Youth Access staff team on the systems which have been set up 

The work can commence at the earliest opportunity and would ideally be wrapped up – 

with the comms team set up and ready to continue autonomously with their work – 

within 3 months. 

We are happy to work around the availability of the right consultant but must also be led 

by the needs and availability of our young activists. 

We would expect the consultant to facilitate a minimum of four online meetings to 

deliver sufficient training and support to the team plus one training session with Youth 

Access staff at our office in Balham. Outside of this, we are open to approaches that will 

both meet the needs of the young activists and deliver the strategies and products 

outlined above. 

To apply to this tender, please respond to kahra@youthaccess.org.uk no later than 5pm 
Sunday 20th October with a proposal for how you would like to approach the work, 

suggested timelines and milestones, costings, and examples of your work that illustrate 

your suitability to deliver this piece. We will appoint sooner if we find the right person. 

Budget: Our budget for this work is approximately £2000. We are happy to negotiate on 

deliverables within this budget.  

mailto:kahra@youthaccess.org.uk


Youth Access exists to make sure all young people have somewhere to turn to, and 

someone to talk to, wherever and whenever, they are in need.  

Along with our growing network of 190 ‘Youth Information, Advice and Counselling 

Services’ (YIACS), we champion young people’s right to access high-quality local services 

which offer a range of support to help young people tackle the diverse challenges they 

face as they move into adulthood.  

Right now, 16-25 year olds are facing the sharpest edge of the mental health ‘crisis’. Too 

often, they’re left on long waiting lists, told they’re not ‘sick enough’ for help, or 

abandoned when they’re too old for children’s services.

The system isn’t just failing to meet young people’s needs – it’s failing to meet their 
rights.  

Our Minds Our Future is a national campaign led by young people who know their rights 

and how to fight for them.  

The campaign takes a ‘distributed organising’ approach – the central goals and strategy 

are led by the young Steering Group and Youth Access staff. On-the-ground organising 

and delivery is led by local groups.  

Young people called ‘Rights Advocates’ are trained and supported to be local group 

leaders. They recruit volunteers and work in teams to identify local targets, tap into local 

networks and plan and deliver tactics suited to their local context. 

A mental health system that meets young people’s human rights, with priority areas 

being: 

- Age-appropriate care as we make the move into adulthood – not just services 

for children or older adults 

- Early identification and support – not long waiting lists or only getting help at 

crisis point 

- Support we can access in our communities – places we feel comfortable, not 

just in schools and hospitals 

- Clear options and decisions we understand – not just being told what we can 

and can’t access 

http://www.youthaccess.org.uk/
http://makeourrightsreality.org.uk/our-minds-our-future/


- A seat at the table in decisions about our own care as well as what the system 

looks like 

- Build pressure on decision-makers in the mental health system to employ 

human rights-based approaches in plans to improve mental health services 

- Young people trained as ‘Rights Advocates’ to build pressure locally – focusing 

pressure in local health systems (Clinical Commissioning Groups, 

Commissioners, Local Authority, local service providers) 

- Young people work with decision-makers to devise human rights-based 

approaches appropriate to the local context 

- #MyRightsMyMind pledge – decision-makers asked to sign the pledge to 

commit to taking a rights-based approach. Pledgers receive follow-up 

communications from young people to hold them to account and co-produce 

solutions 

- Petition – calling on decision-makers to take the pledge. There is a national 

petition which can be filtered/adapted to target a specific local decision-

maker. 

- Survey – used to collect experiences and stories from young people to build 

evidence base and ‘rights-based’ case for improvements in local services 

- Thank you pack +  suggested action points – Pledge-takers receive a thank you 

pack with a handwritten note from a young person, ‘MyRightsMyMind 

Champion’ badges, the My Rights My Mind briefing, a list of suggested actions 

to kick-start a rights-based approach and a request for a meeting with young 

people. 

 


